« Life is one step at a time that we choose to
dance or not...»
Véronique Hadengue

As Painter, Photographer and Graphist, Veronique
Hadengue considers herself as a self-made woman.
For years on, in the nineties and the beginning of the
years 2000, she has worked as a reporter and a documentary film maker and producer for TF1 (Ushuaïa)
and Canal +.
Her work as such, has been in contact with many different worlds going from sailing the oceans all over the
planet filming the life of the modern Sinbad the Sailor,
named Goudis aboard a one hundred year old yawl,
to living, dead in the middle of the jungle and the savannas, with the indigenous tribes around the planet
such as the Mentawai, the Meo, the Tagbanua, the
Aborigine from Australia, to sailing the seas for three
months with Antoine, a French singer star of the eighties and nineties and famous sailor for a documentary for Canal + called Îles était une fois l’Océan Indien.
And last but not least a world tour with Kid Creole in
search of new musical inspirations.
Her life is all about breathing through images.
It is in 2007, that she turned to painting in order to
express the intimacy of her peregrinations being real,
inward or imaginary.
Veronique’s first exhibitions were held in Gordes (Vaucluse) and Gueret (Creuse) in 2011.

Today’s work is presented through India Ink drawings
of “Les Petites Ballerines” .
Curves and lines designed to reveal moving versatile beings, with their bodies intertwined or at a
distance, made of density and transparency, expressing tensions and softness about themes that are as
delicate as the Family, the Couple, the Creation, the
Kindness, the Woman…
Each drawing echoing on its own with the life that
runs through each of us, whenever our eye is captured by one of them and evokes quite subtly and
with fine decency what would be revealed without
doubt in our deepest and inner intimacy. Each of us,
free to translate what is felt before the drawings. No
such thing as one and only one possible reading:
this richness as a bottomless pot never to be filled,
and forever to be discovered through time and time
again.

Exhibition Les Petites Ballerines - from July 02nd to September 29th 2018
La Ciboulette - Rue Camille Laroute - 83440 FAYENCE

www.veronique-hadengue.com

